News From The Hills
V O L U M E

Cifial:
Big Savings!
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Symphony Collection by Schaub

Cifial is currently
offering big savings
on their line of exposed screw door
sets. For a limited
time these select
items will be available at 40% off of
the retail price.

Nob Hill is very excited to introduce Schaub’s new Symphony
Collection! We recently received 12 new boards displaying
this very creative, and attention
grabbing Collection. With the
use of Mother of Pearl, Tiger
Penshell, Violet Oyster, Jade, and
more, these finely designed
knobs and pulls are bound to add
that wow factor to any design.

and it is gaining popularity with
clients due to its trustworthy

out to Italian Designers for their
Cast Bronze and Contemporary
designs.
In addition to getting in the new
Symphony Collection boards,
Nob Hill also dedicated a whole
new tower to displaying some of
the other collections offered by
Schaub. These include: Casual
Elegance, Bella Forma, Rustica,

Wine Theme
quality as well as its unique designs.

Taking advantage
of this deal means
getting quality
hardware for about
$50.00 a door!
They are available

Architectural
They are a must see!
Nob Hill has carried the Schaub
line for almost two years now

in both Knobs and
numerous finishes,
while supplies last.
call and talk to one
of our Sales Associates for more details!

Heirloom Treasure
Empire, French Farm, Breckenridge, and more. Stop by and see
them today!

Stone Hill

Levers, as well as

Please stop in or

Schaub has been designing hardware for over 10 years. They
use the finest base metals including Bronze, Brass, Britannium,
Stainless Steel, and more.
They have an extensive design
offering including their “signature
designs” created by their own
design team. They have reached

Spring is fast approaching and
Stone Hill invites you to come in
and see the selection of fountains
and decorative garden pots that
we have to offer.
These beautiful pieces of art are
hand fashioned from brilliant
solid marble, granite and river
rock quarried throughout Europe
and Asia. Careful stone selection, coupled with the exemplary

nobhillhardware.com

talents of our artisans makes
these creations truly “one of a

kind” works of art that will compliment any space.

Stone Hill also offers a wide variety of custom hand carved fireplaces that will enhance any design and add an element of art to
any room.
If you have not recently been
into our showroom to see our
newly installed fireplaces and
medallions, please stop in and
have a look!
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